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History and Coverage

Established in July 1922, UNITAS is one of the oldest extant academic journals 
published by a university in the Philippines as well as in Asia. Still, UNITAS is perhaps 
the oldest extant academic journal of its kind in the Philippines and Asia in terms 
of expansive disciplinary coverage and diverse linguistic representation through the 
decades. While always cognizant of disciplinary specialization, it has been “multi-
disciplinary” in publishing scholarship that is intra-disciplinary within the human-
ities and the arts, and interdisciplinary across the other disciplines. As it was in the 
beginning, it has aimed for “unitas” by conjoining disciplinary difference through  
its pages.

Moreover, it has been multi-linguistic on the whole, allowing itself to evolve from a 
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as has been the case in the last several decades, in English and Filipino. And, of late, 
UNITAS has also published articles in other languages. 
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range across traditions, modernities, movements, philosophies, themes, politics, 
geographies, histories, musical types, architectural styles, gender relations, sexuali-
ties, government and non-government institutions, educational philosophies, media, 
forms, genres, canons, pedagogies, literary and cultural relations, and compara-
tive studies, among others, in book review essays, critical commentaries, scholarly 
papers, and monographs. Such an expansiveness has allowed for establishing new 
lines of inquiry or exploring new lines of thinking about old ones. 
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gional or inter-national collaboration of researchers in an effort to internationalize 
knowledge production, circulation and reception. 
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to be a platform for ethically engaged studies that represent intersections of national 
and international literatures, arts and cultures, crisscrossing critical and creative 
categories, authors and readers, “East” and “West,” “North” and” South,” text and 
context, close readings and fieldwork, original works and translations, and theoret-
ical and practical methodologies.
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